“Dislocation echoes emancipation”
Ernesto Laclau

( 2,2 ) 0
Sonic Architecture of the Inner Space

Introduction
(2,2) 0 – Sonic Architecture of the Inner Space is a mixed media installation. The central piece is an interactive spatial sound composition in a completely black space, accompanied by a two-channel film installation and a durational performance, both located in
a waiting room outside the sonic invisible architecture.

(2,2) 0 proposes a cinematic space where the visual external stimulus is removed. The interactive installation utilizes real-time rendered binaural sound systems. We have taken the structure of a (2,2) mode shamanic drum as our reference and built an invisible
architecture which is experienced sonically inside a completely dark space through wireless headphones. The aural experience is
limited to one person and each decides the duration of their visit. We have developed diagrams and maps which depict a spatial
sound composition made from qualities and motions of sound events. As the main methodology in the creative processes, we have
applied ritualistic gestures, taking place in collective journeys with a shamanic drum.

(2,2) 0 is a space created for ritual and purification means. Its nature offers multiple possibilities of times and realities co-existing in
the same place, where visitors must use their intuitive instincts for reorientation. Most human beings rely on sight to code spaces, but
by placing visitors in a completely dark environment, a new hierarchy of the senses challenges cognitive processes of bodily orientation. The interaction with an abstracted binaural soundscape expands the experience of disorientation, thus challenging a visitors
spatial perception. The work attempts to use technological tools as a way to produce mental states where environments can be
perceived in a nonconventional way. Interacting with the work can evoke a heightened awareness of bodily senses and thereby
challenge how we perceive spaces and places. Due to its technological realisation, the work is also an investigation into the ontology of virtual spaces and how these are perceived through new media and sensing technology.

Visualitization of the motion and movement of a sound object linked to a ceremonial gesture. ©Invisibledrum

Context
Initially this project had the working title Timeless Machine, which
drew upon the idea of “Tiny Machines”, relating to the physical potential of nanotechnology. This conceptual construct was inspired
by the behaviours of atoms and particles in principles of quantum
theory Grounded in speculative design theories, The Timeless Machine was an dream machine to make oneself disappear, become
imperceptible and belong to a space. This early version of the work
was about becoming millions of particles or millions of realities and
times at the same place in time. It situated the body as a tool, dissolving it formlessly. Hence The Timeless Machine was a journey into
the architecture of the inner space and an interior cinema.

We were inspired by creatures that live in the dark. Those that know
space via feedback and echoes as they perceive their own body
sonically in a resonance within ‘spacetimemattering’. For such
creatures, the sonic information thrown back to them is their map.
A composition of multitude possible movements within a space
of darkness, where the lack of sight brings another kind of spatial
knowledge.

First sketch conceptualizing the Timeless Machine, created as part of an
art and technology workshop implanted by Marcia Nancy Mauro Flude at
NTNU October 2015. ©Nazare Soares

(2,2) 0 – DORA

( 2,2 ) 0 DORA diagram; a graphic spatial visualization of a composition of sonic qualities and movements of an invisible architecture.

Interactive spatial sound composition in dark space
Durational performance/ film / mixed media/ ‘Head Cast’ by Simon Eikaas Loken.
Norway 2018

(2,2) 0 – DORA is a navigation into a psychoacoustic space exploring the inner through spatial embodiment. A poetic gesture for
allowing to released geological and historical trauma via poetical invocation; the sonic architecture is created within the historical
context of the 2WW german U-Boats base Dora in Trondheim. Being known how the environmental impact Dora Naval Base had
onto Trondheim harbour and surroundings, (2,2) 0 – DORA focus on the Earth materials affected by such construction process and
how those are currently expressed in an environmental, historical and cultural context.

The construction of Dora 1 was started in 1941 while Dora 2 remained unfinished. The base was the largest naval base in North Europe at that time, and the strategic location in Trondheim was secured well, guarded by three other locations in the mouth of Trondheim Fjord: Agdenes Fyrstasjon, Hysnes Fort, Brettingen Fort.

By using sonic references of echolocation, navigation, environment traces and sealife aural qualities, (2,2) 0 – DORA connect the 4
historical naval base surveillance locations Trondheim Fjord; Agdenes Fyrstasjon, Hysnes Fort, Brettingen Fort and Dora. The work is a
poetic composition of sounds and ritualistic gestures, created through the technique of shamanistic drum journeying, done in collective sessions at the four places.

Main Entrance view: (2,2) 0 - DORA at kulturbunker Dora ©Invisibledrum

Installation view; performer instructing visitor into (2,2) 0 - DORA at kulturbunker Dora ©Invisibledrum

Installation view of waiting area; visitors drawing on the Blue Book after have experienced (2,2) 0 - DORA at kulturbunker Dora ©Invisibledrum

Two drawings from visitors experiencing (2,2) 0-DORA at Kulturbunker Dora (2018) ©Invisibledrum

Performer and Visitor listening preparation instructions before entering (2,2) 0 - DORA at kulturbunker Dora (2018) ©Invisibledrum

Two drawings from visitors experiencing (2,2) 0-DORA at Kulturbunker Dora (2018) ©Invisibledrum

Installation view of waiting area with films and diagram (2,2) 0 - DORA at kulturbunker Dora (2018) ©Invisibledrum

Installation view; performer instructing visitor into (2,2) 0 - DORA at kulturbunker Dora ©Invisibledrum

Installation view of waiting area; performer assisting visitors after have experienced (2,2) 0 - DORA at kulturbunker Dora ©Invisibledrum

Installation view of waiting area; Detail of a Book and a deer skull found in one of the locations. kulturbunker Dora ©Invisibledrum

Installation view of waiting area; TV Monitor 20 minutes film and maps. (2,2) 0 - DORA at kulturbunker Dora ©Invisibledrum

Screenshots from prelude film played on TV Monitor at the waiting room. 20 min , 4K Film. ©Invisibledrum

Unfolded Map of (2,2) 0 gives references for position of sound objects and sonic qualities within the black space and surveillance locations of Trondheim Fjord

Poster (2,2) DORA published as part of Hendelser på Nyhavna program.

“How electrons experience the world: that is, dis/orienting experience of the dis/jointed of time and space, entanglements of here
and there, now and then, that is, a ghostly sense of dis/continuity, a quantum dis/continuity, which is neither fully discontinues with
continuity or even fully continuous with discontinuity, and in any case, surely not one with itself. There is not overarching sense of temporality, of continuity, in place”
Karen Barad

( 2,2 ) 0
ArtScience Museum Singapore / Trondheim Kunstmuseum / Lademoen Kunstnerverksteder

Dark Space ( 14.5 m x 6.10 m ) and ( 7 m x 3 m )
Bluetooth noise cancelling headphones / Tracking system and audio transmitter.
Waiting room: TV Screen / sofa & table / Red velvet curtains and tent
Norway 2017

Map of ( 2,2 ) 0 is showing the invisible sonic architecture with graphic spatial visualization of a composition of sonic qualities and motion. ©Invisibledrum

Visitor listening preparation instructions before entering (2,2) 0 at ArtScience Museum, Singapore (2017). ©Invisibledrum

Drawing from visitors after experiencing (2,2) 0. ArtScience Museum, Singapore (2017). ©Invisibledrum

Drawing from visitors after experiencing (2,2) 0. ArtScience Museum, Singapore (2017). ©Invisibledrum

Installation view at entrance, ArtScience Museum, Singapore (2017). ©Invisibledrum

Installation view waiting room, ArtScience Museum, Singapore (2017). ©Invisibledrum

Visitor entering (2,2) 0 at Lademoen Kunstnerverksteder, Trondheim (2017). ©Invisibledrum

Instalation view entrance (2,2) 0 at Lademoen Kunstnerverksteder, Trondheim (2017). ©Invisibledrum

two chanels Film instalation view ,Prelude (2,2) 0 at Trondheim Kunstmuseum ( 2017 ). ©Invisibledrum

Screenshots from prelude film played on TV Monitor at the waiting room at Lademoen Kunstnerverksteder. 20 min , 4K Film

Screenshots from prelude film proyected at Trondheim Kunstmuseum, 20 min , 4K Film

Booklet and Map of (2,2) 0 gives references for locations of sound objects and sonic qualities within the black space

Map of (2,2) 0 gives references for locations of sound objects and sonic qualities within the black space

Closing ceremony ( 2,2 ) 0 , the performance at ArtScience Museum of Singapore took place in June of 2017. The museum is allocated in front of an stadium where
Singapore National Day is celebrated every year. The performance was made at the same time one of the general rehersal for the ceremony was happening.

PREVIEW LINKS
Teaser
https://vimeo.com/214728999
Fim excerpt
https://vimeo.com/220059330

Sound Mock up videos and prelude films are available upon request

Artist Biography
Nazare Soares (Spain) is an artist investigating concepts of Interior Cinema and topographies of imagination. Her study ‘When the
Spell is Broken’, from 2014 and onwards, is developed from her interest in systems of interconnectivity, mediations and translation
processes within ontologies of the cinematic space, how this coexist with body, language, landscape, and architecture. She is a
co-founder of Invisibledrum art organization based in Trondheim and curator at Fracto Experimental Film Encounter at ACUD Macht
neu, Berlin. Her work has been exhibited at Art & Science Museum of Singapore, Metamorf Art & Technology Biennale, Museum of
Contemporary Art of Ethiopia, Brighton Art Museum, Trondheim Kunstmuseum, Centro Botín, and Sonar Music & Technology Festival,
including amongst others. www.nazaresoares.com

Amalia Fonfara (Greenland), have a BFA (2013) and MFA (2015) in Fine Art from NTNU. Fonfara holds a 2-year counseling healing
education from Healing and Therapy School, Trondheim, NO and 1-year training course in shamanic healing from Scandinavian
Center of Shamanic Studies, SE/DK. Co-founder of the art organisation Invisibledrum based in NO and of the association QILAAT
(DK/GL) affiliated with greenlandic native culture. Exhibited and screened nationally and internationally in Germany, Singapore,
Czech, Denmark and Norway. www.amaliafonfara.com

Øystein Kjørstad Fjeldbo (Oslo), sound artist and musician based in Trondheim, Norway. He has a master’s degree in music technology from the music department at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (2017), specializing in virtual sonic environments through motion tracking and realtime binaural spatialization. His main focus lies in examining the properties in what’s
considered artificial and organic, searching for an android expression. Musically he is part of the multimedia group Future Daughter,
involved in Trondheims club scene as a DJ, and also one of the initiators behind Lysthus - a concept aiming to merge the club with
the art gallery. He is a founding member of the Lydi collective, working with interactive design for audiovisual exhibitions around the
Trondheim area. www.fjeldbo.works

Viewing Conditions

Sketch from first version of (2,2) 0 - Sonic Architecture of the Inner Space. Ideal size is 10 x 10 m though the work is adaptable
to smaller spaces, also corridors. Minimum size is 4 x 7 m. ©Invisibledrum

The virtual acoustic rooms within (2,2) 0 are separated by sonic invisible walls modelled after the mode patterns seen on the oscillation
of the drum membrane. This pattern is used in the invisible architecture as silent «walls» that separate the different virtual rooms into 8
different chambers. The 8 chambers exist simultaneously, each one containing different facets of the acoustic information: it carries
sonic characteristics, latency, loudness and modulations of rate and direction. Each room has a «force» which simulates the oscillation
between the positive and negative pressure in a vibrating membrane. This has an effect on the ambiance and acoustic properties of
the virtual rooms, which changes from «large» to «small», «closed» to «open» and back again. The sound objects within the acoustic
rooms vary in motion. Some are static, some moving with a given velocity and direction and some moving around in the rooms using a
flocking algorithm (simulating bird flocking movements). In each acoustic room, the movements of all sound objects are linked to gestures of ceremonial performances developed for each room, weaving together the invisible architecture in (2,2) 0. The performances
are based in shamanic cosmology, connecting the cardinal directions and the four elements together: Earth – West, Water – South,
Fire – East and Air – North.
One navigator at a time can move around and interact with these sources through their presence in the rooms. The navigator of the
space is orientated within a journey through the architecture of one’s inner space and towards expanding qualities of the imagination,
memory, and emotion. Disorientation and decentralisation force body to re-orientate itself. The gaze is reformulated and questioned
within this invisible architecture. To enter to (2,2) 0 one walks through a red velvet curtain. This aesthetic choice is inspired by origins
of cinema, pre-cinematic magic shows and illusionary practices developed in theatrical settings and also informed by Lynchian concepts of the black lodge. Encountering (2,2) 0 generates strong emotional and physical experiences as individuals become exposed
to the binaural composition within a dark space. Because of these attention demanding aspects of the work, it is accompanied by a
durational performance throughout the exhibition period, taking place in a waiting area outside (2,2) 0. This waiting area has a significant role in the work, allowing the artists to facilitate and accommodate visitors entering and exiting (2,2) 0 by providing instructional
information beforehand as well as a soft transition (2,2) 0 after exiting.
The waiting area also features informational papers, maps and a log where each visitor is invited to express their experiences in written
form. Moreover, film works are placed in the waiting area.

List of Technical Requirements
Special requirements:
● Black box: (The artwork need to be experience in completely darkness.)
● Dimensions of installation space: 10 m x 10 m (Though we can adapt the installation
to smaller spaces.)
Technical requirements:
● Bluetooth noise cancelling headphones with good battery life, AptX Low Latency, and
with full range frequency response (artist will provide )
● Low latency USB audio interface with at least two jack outputs (Native Instruments
Komplete Audio 6 or equal).
● Stereo mini jack to two mono jacks cable.
● 1 x powerful computer - Ideally Mac OSX with a minimum of 16gb RAM and Intel i7
quad core CPU.
● Extension cables.
Techrider (2,2) 0 invisibledrum@gmail.com https://invisibledrum.tumblr.com
● Gaffers tape and cable ties in different sizes
● Tracking system and audio transmitter - (artists will provide).
● TV Plasma Monitor
● 2 x Beam projectors
● 3 x Media Player/ mini mac
Special arrangements - Constructions for entrance and waiting area:
● Red velvet curtains / metal curtain draw ( artist will provide )
● Blue velvet Curtains ( artist will provide)
● Antique wood door with antique handel
● Antique curtain barrs
● Small table
● Seating arrangement
● Plinth (headset display )
● Casted human head

Dissemination
(2,2) 0 was supported by the Norwegian University of Science,Technology, National University of Singapore, Norske Billedkunstnere
(NBK), Fond for utøvende kunstnere, and Trondheim Kommune. The work was first presented at:

Lighting Shorts, Futurescapes, A symposium in New Media, Technology, and the Humanities, at Metamorf Art & Technology Biennale
in Trondheim, Norway. March 2016.
Symposium Technoshamanism – Rethinking ancestrality and technology, Dome of Visions, 12th of August, 2017. Aarhus, Denmark.
Sonar +D International Congress of Creativity, Technology & Business, Sonar 2018 Festival of Music Creativity & Technology. 13-16 June
2018, Barcelona.

The work has subsequently been exhibited at the following events:

2017, 21st to 26th of May, Trondheim Art Museum Gråmølna & Lademoen Kunstnerverksteder. Trondheim. Norway.
2017, 27th June – 2nd July in Microbites of Innovation, ACM CC 2017 at ArtScience Museum, Marina Bay Sands, Singapore.
2018, 7th-10tn of June at Hendelser på Nyhavna, In collaboration with Cirka Theater, Faculty of Architecture at NTNU, Kulturbunker
Dora and Trondheim Harbour in Trondheim, Norway.

The work is also discussed in the following publications:

“(2,2) 0“. C&C ’17: Proceedings of the 2017 ACM SIGCHI Conference on Creativity and Cognition. Print. 2017
Palmer, Martin. Ved veis ende. Trondheim kunsthall. Online Publication 2017
Joung, Nora. Vitenskap og hvit magi. Kunstkritikk.Online Publication 2017
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